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1. Problem Statement: After pavement is cleaned and prepared for seal coating, mud and 

vegetation is sometimes dragged out on the highway from farm fields or commercial sites.  
Also, excess chip stone sometimes spills from the spreader while dumping or excess stone 
is applied and it is too much for the broom to sweep to the edge.  A motor grader or loader 
has to be brought from the main shop to remove the material which is costly and sometimes 
delays the chip sealing operation.    
 

2. Discussion of Solution: We discovered a small scraper blade can be attached to the power 
broom that we purchased a few years ago.  (Photos of blade and its use are attached)  It 
can quickly be lowered to clear chunks of mud or debris that have dragged out on the road.  
If excess stone accumulates on the road, the blade can be used to cast the material to the 
edge of the road in order to quickly complete normal brooming operations.  Our power 
broom has no problems powering or pushing the blade and the performance has exceeded 
our expectations!  We have used it for four years and have already replaced two cutting 
edges which attests to how much it is used. No unusual wear and tear from this attachment 
has been noticed on the broom.   

 
3. Labor, Equipment, and Materials Used: The blade and mounting attachments are actually a 

commercially manufactured snow plow blade designed for a pickup truck.  The dealer 
delivered our new Superior™ Self-propelled Power Broom with this blade mounted on the 
machine.  We would recommend this since it proved to be more costly to fabricate a good 
blade than to purchase one already built.  It is simply adapted to the broom.   

 
4. Total Cost: The cost for the blade attachment including all mountings, hydraulic cylinders 

and connections is approximately $4,000.    
 
5. Savings and Benefits to Agency: The benefit is both safety enhancement and dollars saved.  

Waiting for a motor grader to come and cast off mud and debris that is holding up a chip 
sealing operation is costly.  For sake of example, if eight trucks are waiting as well as the 
chip spreader, both oil distributors, and three rollers including all operators and drivers, the 
down time costs approximately $830 per hour not counting the cost of the grader or loader 
being used to clear mud or debris. If the delay is significant, demurrage for holding the oil 
transport will also be charged.  With the blade on our broom, we can simply cast the material 
off the road, broom the surface and the seal coat operation begins again in a few minutes.   

  
It is always hard to quantify the value of safety, but excess stone is a hazard and we no 
longer have to wait to remove it with another machine.  The blade will simply cast it to the 
edge of the road.  Having used this already for four years, it has really proven itself.  



Photos of the blade on our self-propelled power broom 

 

 

 

 



The blade not only raises and lowers, but angles to either side. 

 

 

 



The blade will easily cast off even large chunks of mud as shown below. 

 

It will also cast off excess chip stone as shown below which is hard to clear with a grader without 

damaging the seal.  It is also a safety hazard to traffic and the blade quickly removes it.  

 


